Action: New Pool Table for the Johnson ‘Roo Suites and Dean Hall

Sponsors: Ahana Apte, Karsyn Clouse, Luke Henley, Taylor McClain, and Aidan Toombs

Having noticed that the current condition of the ping pong tables in the Johnson ‘Roo Suites and Dean Hall presents both a safety hazard and an inability to fulfill its role as a recreational item, the conditions being as follows:

- the table collapses while in regular use, posing a safety hazard
- the surface rattles, affecting the utility of the table
- the surface has dents and scratches affecting quality of play
- the paddles are damaged to an extent which they affect playability
- the table is beyond repair and needs total replacement

Noting that the Johnson ‘Roo Suites house over a hundred students and that Dean houses over two hundred students who would widely utilize the tables for recreation, promoting both social activity and physical exercise.

and that the current condition of the ping pong tables and paddles prove a safety issue to students and negatively impact playability

Hoping that the ping pong tables can be replaced to satisfy the numerous students already attempting to use the damaged paddles and tables while preventing the injury of future students attempting to utilize them

Be it Resolved
that this assembly order one new ping pong table for both Dean hall and ‘Roo Suites as well as paddles from STIGA, with a predicted expense of ____

Links:

Table Tennis Table:
https://a.co/d/I1ay9lk

Paddles: